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Step One: Background Information on Structural Engineers and Skip Counting (5-10 minutes)
Show Video: Skip Counting.

Explain to students that a structural engineer designs structures such as buildings, bridges and landmarks! 

Show Handout: Being a Structural Engineer. Read through as a class. Next, discuss reasons that a structural engineer might use skip

counting. Examples include: 

Skip count the number of cars that can drive across a five lane bridge at the same time to make sure the bridge can hold the right

amount of weight

Skip counting the number of stairs in a skyscraper if each staircase has ten stairs.

Skip counting the number of passengers that can ride on a roller coaster with two seats per row.

Explain to students that a structural engineer uses skip counting in their job to make counting faster. 

Display Handout: Using Skip Counting and discuss as a class.

In this adventure, students will think like structural engineers and count the number of windows on a skyscraper using
skip counting!

Step Two: Activity Set-Up  (5 minutes)
Explain to students that they will build a very tall building called a skyscraper and count how many windows their skyscraper has

using skip counting. Then, they will switch skyscrapers with a classmate and count how many windows their partner’s skyscraper has

using skip counting.

Provide students with Handout: Steps to Build a Skyscraper. Read through the handout as a class.

Step Three: Building a Skyscraper (15+ minutes)
Explain to students that they will first build their skyscraper. Provide students with an assortment of building and art supplies.

Suggested materials include: tape, construction paper, toilet paper rolls, tissue boxes, popsicle sticks, and pipe cleaners.

Teacher Note: there are five minutes of prep required for this lesson. Cut out windows from Handout: Windows for Students. Each student
will need a minimum of 15 windows.
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Next, read step 2 to students. Explain that they will add windows to their skyscraper. Provide students with a stack of windows to

choose from. Each student needs to use a minimum of 15 windows.

Teacher tips: 

Cut out enough windows so that students can have access to as many as they want. You may want to place large piles in

common areas so students can continue to add windows!

Make sure students’ windows do not overlap when they paste them on. Remind students that their windows should be in straight

lines so their partner can skip count the windows.

Step Four: Switch With a Partner (5 minutes)
Read step 3 to students. Divide students into pairs. Have students switch skyscrapers with each other.

Have students decide what number they will skip count by. Then, they will skip count to figure out how many windows the partner’s

skyscraper has.

Extra Time?
Have students practice skip counting the number of windows on other students’ skyscrapers.
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